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Section description. dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard 
dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it to make a type 
specimen book. It has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into electronic typesetting, remaining essentially 
unchanged. It was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and 
more recently with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker including versions of Lorem Ipsum.

Kidney Health
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the 
industry's standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of type and 
scrambled it...
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What can you do Explore →
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6 recommendations

Gut Inflammation

Digestion

Average risk

Zinc

Consider supplementing with zinc

Supplement

02
Soy Protein

Consider getting more soy protein

Dietary

03
Resistant Starch

Consider supplementing with resistant starch

Supplement

Explore the traits in more details

Gallstones
Digestion

Your risk is greater than 83% of the population


and lower than 17% of the population.

High RISK

Genetic overview

You have a "clock" inside your body that regulates sleep and other 24-hour cycles. These cycles 
are called circadian rhythms [ ].



If your internal clock is disrupted, it can lead to insomnia. People with insomnia have trouble 
falling asleep, staying asleep, or both [ , ].



Insomnia is the most common sleep condition in the US. In fact, about 1 in 4 Americans are 
struggling with it [ , ].



If you've ever struggled to fall or stay asleep, you're likely to [ , ]
 Feel tire
 Have trouble focusin
 Have trouble remembering thing
 Feel irritable



Insomnia may also lead to more serious problems, such as [ ]
 High blood pressur
 Heart diseas
 Obesit
 Diabete
 Asthma



Luckily, there are many things you can try to potentially help with insomnia. Doctors often 
recommend medication, talk therapy, or changing your sleep habits [ , ].



People are more likely to develop insomnia if they're under a lot of stress. Other risk factors for 
insomnia include [ , ]
 Depressio
 Shift or night wor
 Noise or light at nigh
 Traveling to different time zone
 Going to bed at different times every nigh
 Taking a lot of naps during the da
 Genetics



In fact, about 40% of differences in people's chances of getting insomnia may be attributed to 
genetics. Genes that may contribute to insomnia influence [ , , , , ]
 Circadian rhythm ( , , 
 Brain function ( , 
 Stress response and alertness ( )
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